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Engineers display their talents
by Dave Dvorak
Columnist
The second annual "Engineers
in Concert" will be presented in
the Moench Hall Auditorium at 3
p.m. Sunday, Jan. 31 . . . free of
charge.
This recital for students.
faculty and staff is offering a
variety of musical styles this
year. In addition to the Rose
Glee Club and Jazz Band, piano
soloists Devin Willis. Chris
McGill, and Dr. C. Mallory
North will perform. McGill will
be playing a piano work of his
own composition.
Also performing solos will be
Dr. Bruce Allison on the

flugelhorn ( accompanied by Dr.
North) and Dave Dvorak on the
Like McGill, Dvorak
harp
created one of the pieces he will
be playing.
The Rose String Quintet,
formed by violinist Bruce Wade,
will appear on stage for the first
time. Others in the quintet
include Andrew Thomas, second
violin: Kevin Donovan. viola:
Don Dodson, cello; and David
Mead. bass. The group. which
was founded this year, hopes
to expand into a chamber ensemble. Anyone who plays an
orchestral string instrument and
is interested in playing in such a
group may contact Wade.

concert
The
offers
"everything" from Bach to
Lionel Ritchie, Jr., the latter's
"Easy" being performed by a
jazz combo consisting of Chuck
Moss. Steve Profitt, Robert
Luking, David Yates. and Curtis
Harris. Even country-fresh
bluegrass will be presented,
thanks to the efforts of guitarist
Daryl Jones and David Yates on
string bass.
Coordinators C. Mallory North
and Joan S. Spicknall expect this
year's "Engineers in Concert"
to be a gala musical
extravaganza. Refreshments
will be served af ter the
performance.

TABIZelis:
Linda returns to WORX
by Craig Warner
Columnist
As the bitterly cold winds
blow across the streets of
Terre Haute, adding to the
depression,
mid-winter
there's once again hope at
Rose-Hulman — she's back!
Tonight, singer/songwriter
and musician Linda Black
will return to campus to give
another one of her truly
unique performances at 8:00
p.m. in the WORX.
Linda Black has been
performing at numerous
colleges and clubs for the past
few years, with her show here
last year being labeled as one
of Rose's best coffeehouses
ever. Her strong point is her
stage personality. combining
an off-the-wall sense of
humor with her musical skills
and stories to give a welltimed show. She has a
genuine affection for the
audience. and by showing it,
allows for a greater degree of

reciprocation on their part.
Whether performing on 6
and 12-string guitars, piano,
dulcimer. or ukelele. her
show is certainly one of a
kind. One minute, the
audience will be treated to
remarkable renditions of
Stevie Nicks' "Landslide"
and the Eagles'"Desperado.and assaulted the next with
truly bizarre versions of
"Shine On Harvest Moon"
and -Puff, the Magic Dragon," complete with stories,
and even an original poem
called "The Spidey," along
the way. A Linda Black show
must be experienced to fully
comprehend it, and even then
it is still often incomprehensible.
This return coffeehouse,
featuring the often bizarre,
always enjoyable Linda
Black. is sponsored once
again by the Student
Activities Board.
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Staff trip is successful
by John McHugh
Editor
Last weekend 16 of the 18
resident assistants at RoseHulman went on a two-day trip
to Miami University in Ohio. The
purpose of the trip was to gain
some insight into the residence
hall programs at Miami and
hopefully be able to offer a
better program in the residence
halls at Rose-Hulman as a result
of it. The final goal of the trip
was for every resident assistant
that participated in the
excursion to grow as a person
and, hopefully, to give him ideas
on how to improve himself as an
R.A.

ASCE members active this year
by Walter Rosenberger
Staff Reporter
The 1981-82 school year is
shaping up as one of the more
active years for the RoseHulman chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. With
many activities tied to
professional concerns, members
are getting an early taste of their
field.
"We try to have good speakers
at chapter meetings, like
professional or consulting
engineers," Edwards said. "We
attend meetings of the
Metropolitan
Indianapolis
Chapter of the ASCE. At the
October meeting, there was a
banquet and we toured the $215
million Nautatorium under
construction there. It's a good
introduction to what the
professional world is all about,
and it helps when you're making

Blood drive
Next Wednesday, Feb. 3,
the RHA and IFC will sponsor
the Winter Blood Drive. The
directors of this blood drive
are setting their goals very
high and will need all of the
support they can get.
Donations of blood will be
taken all day Wednesday in
the game room. As has been
done in the past, preregistration will be held in the
main hallway of Moench Hall,
all day Monday and Tuesday.
Suggestions for people who
would like to give include:
don't sign up around lunch
time (this is a very heavy
time of day); do not eat
greasy foods or milk the day
of the drive; and most
importantly, stay healthy
between now and then by
eating good meals.
Please, take the time and
give the gift of live.

of the student's education."A lot
career decisions.
"During fall and spring
quarters we have a picnic, and
during the winter quarter we
have a banquet," Edwards said.
"We have a speaker and
representatives from other
regional branches, and 80
percent of the Rose CE faculty
and some alumni attend. We also
have a civil basketball
tournament which is a lot of
fun."
Lobo said the highlight of the
chapter's activities has been the
compilation of the Summer Job
Reference Catalog. "We got
together a large number of
companies which were willing to
consider applications from
engineering students for
summer jobs," he said. "Bob
Drummond made all of the
contacts over the summer. He
contacted
mainly small
companies who don't recruit at
Rose, like consulting and
construction firms.
"In civil engineering, it's
extremely important for the
student to have some idea or
practical training for what he's
going to be doing ( after
graduation 1," Lobo said,
"because a lot of civil engineers
go to work for small consulting
or construction firms. These
people expect you to produce
quickly. The student needs to get
acquainted with this work
situation while in school.
"The companies received the
idea well," Lobo said. "We also
wanted the companies to get a
better idea of Rose, so we invited
representatives from them to a
banquet meeting. They seemed
to get a good impression of Rose.
They were impressed with the
campus, the CE program, and
our initiative in going out to
them."
Lobo feels the chapter is more
than speakers, tours and the job
catalog — it is an important part
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of things need to be learned out
in the real world,- Lobo said.
"Things like how to organize,
deal with people. speak, and
write — skills that are
important, particularly to civil
engineers. I'm trying to get the
chapter to develop these skills in
students."

Miami University is a school
of 12,000 located in Oxford. Ohio.
The school is coeducational with
53 percent of the student body
being female. The major
educational thrust in the area of
business administration. Miami
is a state school but is selective
in its admissions policies.
The Rose-Hulman R.A.s left
Friday afternoon and arrived in
Oxford early in the evening.
After a short tour and dinner, the
Rose-Hulman R.A.s gave a
presentation on what RoseHulman is. The presentation,
which was created under the
direction of Tom Miller,
associate director of housing.
was skillfully narrated by Ric
Miles. R.A. on Speed 1, who gave
a brief outline of life at RoseHulman and some insight into
the activities and facilities here.
The 45-minute show, which was
arranged by Dan Robinson,
Gordon Bechtel. and Steve
Shuman, Rose-Hulman R.A.s,
attempted to point out the
differences between the R.A.
positions at Miami and Rose.

Jazz band to perform
by John Marum
Staff Reporter
One of the more noticeable
things about Moench Hall at 4:30
p.m. on Mondays is the sound of
the Jazz Band warming up. The
Jazz Band is one of three Rose
bands directed by David
Nearpass, local junior high
music teacher. While the Jazz
Band takes tours and plays at a
variety of locations and
occasions, the Pep Band plays
strictly for football games and
the Basketball Band performs
only during the hoop season.
The Jazz Band scheduled two
performances for late January.
The first of these was a concert
Thursday at St. Marv-of-theWoods College. Sunday the group
will perform in the "Engineers
in Concert" program at 3 p.m. in
the Rose-Hulman auditorium.
Two years ago the Jazz Band
traveled to Murray, Ky., and
Crown Point, Ind.. for two stops
on its road trip. Last year's trip,
however, was cancelled due to
inclement weather.
This year a shortage of funds
may once again keep the band
from going on the road.
Nevertheless. the Jazz Band will
still perform for local senior and
junior high school audiences. An
outdoor concert on the Rose
campus has also been slated for
late April or early May.
Many
• new musicians have
joined the band to fill the places

vacated by graduating seniors.
Among the newcomers are John
Yorka, tenor sax : Mark Jones.
trumpet; Jan Loisch, trumpet;
Philip Moore, alto sax; Dean
Cowling, baritone sax; Kevin
Forbes, bass trombone; and Ty
Stakes on drums. Upperclassmen who are first-year participants include Jeff Baldwin and
Mike Christian.
Nearpass

said

that

new

The following day was
primarily directed at Miami's
presentation of their school and
its facets of student life. Topics
of discussion included discipline,
R.A. responsibilities, academic
standards, and counseling. In the
afternoon a presentation was
given on alcohol awareness. Part
of the presentation involved a
subject, Jeff Jackson, R.A. on
BSB 2, who was asked to drink
beer for the entire duration of
the presentation. At the end of
the program he was given the
standard tests, including a
breathalizer. that are given to
someone suspected of driving
while intoxicated. Jackson pass-ed the test although he had
consumed four and one-half cans
of beer in an hour.
Saturday evening the RoseHulman residence staff was
treated to a Miami ice hockey
game, along with recreation on
the town. On Sunday a closing
banquet was given at which an
ex-Miami resident assistant,
now working for Proctor and
Gamble, spoke on the benefits of
the R.A. job upon entering
business.
Besides making a few friends
and having a good time. all of the
R.A.s were given an invaluable
experience in seeing how
someone else would handle their
job under slightly different
conditions. Curious about the
trip? Ask an R.A. about it.

members are welcome to join.
He encourages them to step into
the student lounge to talk to him
before prac tice.

Winter Carnival coming
by Mike Rugg
snurfboards are provided) and a
Staff Reporter
freestyle sledding contest. in
The Terre Haute Parks and which the most unusual
Recreation Department is apparatus to reach the f inish line
holding its fifth annual Winter wins — clearly a challenge to
Carnival Saturday, Feb. 6, in engineering students!
Deming Park. Dual schedules
Team tug-of-war and t wohave been prepared this year in person cross-cut sawing will
case there is no snow on the take place. snow or mud.
Frisbee throwing. three-legged
ground Saturday.
A feature of both the snow and sack races. and a band concert
no-snow schedules is a coed will be held if there's no snow.
Most contests will be broken
softball tournament. Eight
teams are already lined up, but into age groups. Plaques,
spectators are welcome. The trophies and ribbons will be
tournament starts at 10:30 a.m. awarded. Fires will be
and should last throughout the maintained throughout the park
day.
for non-Midwesterners, and
A 20-minute lesson in cross- games and refreshment booths
country skiing will be held at 10 will be set up in the fort-like
a.m. if there's snow. At 10:30 shelter next to the swimming
a.m., there will be a race, pool.
provided enough contestants „ Activities begin at 9 a.m.
show up.
(snoW) and 1 p.m. (no snow);
Other snow activities include participants can register at the
inner tube and snurfboard races park entrance.
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Reassessment needed
Editorial

know who they represent and making sure that
they talk with these people regularly, especially
around meeting times. Any view presented to
the SGA should come from a large portion of the
student body.

by John McHugh
Editor
Many freshmen at this school right now would
have a hard time telling you the exact difference
between the class president and the president of
the Student Government Association (SGA). In
fact, many of them would not even be able to tell
you what the SGA does at Rose-Hulman. This is
not totally unexplainable.

Secondly, the SGA should get involved in other
areas. There are many instances when decisions
made by the school should be presented to the
SGA for its approval. This is very rarely done.
The new $25 charge for students who pay their
bills late is a good example of this. The SGA is
not here to run the school but decisions that
strongly affect the students should be brought
before it for approval.

The SGA's function at this school is very
limited. Lack of interest on the part of the
students does not aid the situation. In the
simplest terms, the SGA represents the student
body in decisions made by the school that are
pertinent to the student or that directly affect
Rose's undergraduates. In past years this has
meant that the SGA alloted funds for campus
organizations, rented refrigerators, and served
on traffic court. Mixed in with these functions
hay e been such tasks as authorizing new clubs
and performing petty tasks to appease some
select group of students or doing something to
aid their own function. These services are
necessary and the SGA does do an adequate job
handling them.

The SGA can fight bad attendance by having
important issues to vote on. When the students
really feel that the SGA is playing an integral
role in Rose-Hulman, there will be people
running for every position available. At the
present time, many of the issues brought before
the SGA do not carry very great weight; ones
that do are steered around the SGA by the
administration.
The responsibility to make a change is up to
both the SGA and the administration. It is time
that the two got together and reassessed the
role, or the lack thereof, of the SGA at this
school. The SGA must change its function at
Rose-Hulman and become one of the key
organizations on campus. If it does not alter its
path, it may become merely a rubber stamp
organization.

The SGA is not fulfilling the function that it
should be performing. First of all, the SGA
should represent the students. This has never
been the case. The SGA representatives represent their own views and rarely solicit the
opinions of their constituents. This problem
could be corrected by having the representatives

"Money is the seed of money, and the first guinea is sometimes more difficult to acquire
Jean Jacques Rousseau
than the second million."
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David Dvorak cl
The Indianapolis Ballet
Theater brought a fine evening's
entertainment to the Rose
campus January 21 when the
company performed a variety of
traditional and not-so-traditional
dance. Opening the program was
choreography by IBT member
Dace Dindonis, who was inspired
by the music of Antonin
Dvorak's "Klavierquintett.- The
staging involved some intricate.
fast moves which were
performed
with
uncanny
smoothness and vitality.
The second number featured
one of the IBT's specialists, Tim
Hubbard, whose extensive mime
talents were developed under the
tutelage of the late Claude
Kipnis. His dance-mime duet
with Kathryn Stephenson was
performed in formal wear —
black tux and top hat for him: a
long red dress for her — and they
certainly achieved the desired
comedic effect.
A husband-and-wife duet.
Gregory George and Denise
Praskv, gave a spell-binding
rendition of "Slovanka Pas De
Deux" from the ballet.
"Kermesse in Brugges. As with
the Max Reger-inspired duet
that followed it, the key word
was smoothness. A very
professional coordination.
combined with flowing strength.
made these pieces very
beautiful.

The "Medieval Dances'
segment was not choreographed
to historically depict dances of
the period. but to represent the
"feeling" of the time as inspired
by visual art. With the exception
of the music and certain flowing
moves made by the ladv dancers
with their gowns. this critic
failed to see the connection
between the period art and the
choreography.
Tim Hubbard was again
featured in Rieti's "Harlequin
and Columbine.- a very
humorous
dance-mime
rendition. Both he and Dace
Dindonis were costumed in a
characteristically
appropriate
diamond-check get-up as they
excurded on their doomed
elopment.
The feature piece of this
performance was a suite based
on the Music of Hoagy
Carmichael. Ballerina Dale
Shields was "Georgia- in a sexy.
moonlit scene: she was followed
by the male cast in an athletic
portrayal of "How Little We
Know." Also performed in the
unique style of Carmichael were
"Baltimore Oriole." -Two
Sleepy People.- "Stardust,- and
"The Nearness of You." The
entire ensemble performed en
masse for an exciting finale of
"Riverboat Shuffle" and
"Jubilee.••

Auction coming

More calc problems

slt5/$30REBATE
On your College Ring

CALCULUS PROBLEM
SET NO. 2
Due 10th Hour,
Friday, February 12
1. A bullet's shape is formed by
rotating about the x-axis the
region bounded by the curve x =
y4 and x = 9 for some positive

Summer jobs
There are a limited number
(7) of openings for summer
work as student assistants for
the Catapult program for high
school students. Applicants
should be capable and
interested in lab work,
reasonably successful in
academics, personable ( able
to meet people — students
and parents — easily and
communicate with them 1.
and be interested in working
with and being responsible for
the students in both lab and
dormitory environments.
Applications are available
from Mrs. McCullough, Math
Division secretary. and must
be submitted not later than
Friday, Jan. 29. For further
information, see Professor
Schmidt. (Students graduating this May are eligible as
well as undergraduates.)

Rebate offered February 8 - 15
See the Jostens' Display at

The Bookstore
i :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

At 315 Davis Ave., Plaza North; 3295 N. Fruitrid e; Brazil.

rl

• Expiration date: 2-4-82
tr;

•
•

izza
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MI IN III
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• Buy one pizza.get the next smaUer

•
• for 99c. Buy any giant. large or medium size Original
•• Thin Crust or Sicilian Topper pizza and get the next smaller •
•• same style pizza with equal number of toppings, for 99<
•• Present this coupon with guest check Not valid with any
•
•
other offer
•
4.0
• Expiration date: 2-4-82
•
si •
•
•

PizzaLIM .
Pizzainn. •
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•
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ed to be the number Mx'. Derive
an integral for the moment of inertia about the origin of a rod exb (at
tending from x = a to x
b ) and with a constant density p.

1982 Hairstyles - $10.50 elsewhere S15.00
Haircuts - $4.00 to $5.75 elsewhere S5 and up
Wash & Wear Perm - $25.50 elsewhere S35 and up
Rick Johnson

1440
South
25th
mu no un

Terre Haute s Only Dual Licensed Barber 8. Beautician

HIS n' HERS
HAIRSTYLING WORLD
mi Minutes troma
.
2
.1 tuai

232-0631!
•
is

ASSOCIATE ENGINEERS
The second edition of The Kroger Co's new grad Associate
Engineering program is now underway !

•

*2.00, *1.50 or *1.00 off. Bu, any Original
•
▪ Thin Crust or Sicilian Topper pizza. and get 00 off a
e giant. fl 50 off a large or fl 00 off a medium size pizza
▪ Present this coupon with guest check Not valid with am
▪ other offer

number a. The scales are
measured in inches. The volume
of the bullet is 2.4 cubic inches.
How long is it? What is the radius
at its base?
2. A bag of sand is lifted at a
constant rate of 2 feet per second
for ten seconds. Initially the bag
contains 100 pounds of sand, but
the sand leaks out at a constant
rate of 3 pounds per second. How
much work is done in lifting the
bag? (Hint: Work is defined as
force times distance.)
3. The moment of inertia about
the origin of a point of weight M
at x on a coordinate axis is defin-

The Rose-Hulman Lost and
Found will have a closed bid
auction for all unclaimed items
found before last summer. The
first week of February will be
the last chance to claim an item.
During the second week of
February, the Lost and Found
will take closed bids on items
that can't be donated to charity.
This may be a good chance to
pick up some good deals.

EN6

20% Discount with Student I.D. all the time on regular
menu prices. Anytime you present your Student
I.D. Card with guest check you'll receive 20%
discount. Not valid with other discounts, specials or
coupons.

The first program of this kind, begun in 1979, offered graduating
engineers the chance to expand their technical knowledge in many
areas of the engineering function relating to the food processing industry.
The Manufacturing Division of The Kroger Co. has been pleased with
the results of this program and is now actively seeking graduating
seniors for the 1981 - 82 program.
This opportunity affords the new engineer involvement in capital
projects, maintenance supervision, equipment justification and more.
If you are a graduating senior with a declared major in mechanical
or electrical engineering, you would do well to find out more about our
unique training in the area of plant/project engineering.
A Kroger representative will be conducting interviews in the
placement center on February 1, 1982.
All interested persons must be available for travel and re-location.
Sign up as soon as possible !!

The Kroger Co
1212 State Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204

1.&
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Thornd sports
Rose Buries Sewanee,76-61
by Kim Borgman
Staff Reporter
Rose-Hulman traveled to
Tennessee last Saturday to take
on the Sewanee Tigers in a
College Athletic Conference
game after losing a heartbreaker
to Wabash the previous
Wednesday. Rose won both
games with the Tigers last year
and had hopes of doing it again
this year.
Rose started slowly as the
Engineers seem to do every time
they play on the road. Sewanee
used a pressing half-court trap,
causing the Engineers to throw
the ball away several times in
the early going. Rose finally
forged into the lead with 7:31 to
go in the half on two Jeff
Chandler free throws. The
sophomore forward scored 14
first-hqlf points as he kept Rose
close to Sewanee.
Keith Oehlman had 8 points
but collected three fouls as Rose
continued its road-game
tradition of getting more foul
calls than its opponents.
Trailing 32-30 with 25 seconds

to halftime, Rose worked for the "stuff" of the game to give Rose
last shot. After getting a good , the win. 76-61. Stanley connected
shot but missing, forward Paul for 20 points, 18 in the second
Wagner grabbed the rebound and half, and took up the slack when
put it in at the buzzer. Chandler and Oehlman fouled
Unfortunately for Rose. the ref out.
The win raised the Engineers'
did not allow the shot.
Starting the second half. Keith record to 7-6 overall and 3-1 in
Oehlman began hitting from long the CAC while the Tigers
range with his 22-footer giving dropped to 4-6 overall and 1-3 in
Rose a 42-40 lead. The game the conference. Rose traveled to
continued to be close until a 3- Centre on Wednesday; the
point play by Chandler at Engineers play tomorrow night
Senior forward Paul Wagner soars over the Wabash defense
11:09 gave Rose a 50-45 lead. at Greenville College.
for two of his ten points in the Engineers' heartbreaking 79however, the Tigers quickly tied Afterwards. Rose plays an
78
overtime loss to the Little Giants last week. (Steve
the score and seemed to be ready extended home stand in Shook
Shuman photo.)
to take control of the game when Fieldhouse.
Chandler and Oehlman fouled
out on successive trips down the
floor. Rose trailed 53-52.
The game appeared to be
headed for overtime, when tied
at 58 with the Tigers. Rose
patient ball-handling. Paul Trailing 79-78 with five seconds
by Don Corson
suddenly got hot. Two buckets by
Wagner canned a reverse lay-up left, Scott Williams got clear for
Sports Editor
Wagner along with one by Dean
Executing a zone press that on a nice feed from Don Patton a 17-foot jump shot. which
Stanley gave Rose a 64-60 lead.
totally baffled the Little Giants. to tie the score at 69-all. Wagner rattled around the rim and fell
Six straight free throws. four by
the Rose-Hulman Engineers then stole a full-court pass and out. Kemp was called for a
Butch Busard, left Rose in solid
scrapped their way into over- was fouled by the Little Giants' personal foul on the rebound with
command, 70-60.
time before finally falling to Teddy Parker. but could not three seconds left. Wagner
Dean Stanley then connected
highly-touted Wabash College. convert on his free throw controlled the board on the
for six points. including the only
missed Wabash free throw
79-78, on Wednesday. Jan. 20.
attempt.
attempt, but was unable to get
Rose had trailed by as many as
Wabash's All-American Pete the ball upcourt before the final
13 points in the second half
before a tenacious Engineer 1-2- Metzelaars could have almost buzzer sounded.
1-1 full-court press began to iced the game with twelve
Oehlman led a balanced
squeeze out turnovers from seconds left in regulation. but he Engineer scoring attack with 20
Wabash. The Engineers chipped missed the front end of a one- points. Kemp. Jeff Chandler. and
away at the lead as the press plus-bonus free throw situation. Wagner followed with 13. 12. and
caused seven Wabash turnovers Keith Kemp grabbed the carom 10 points. respectively.
for Rose and immediately
in one eight-minute span.
Metzelaars achieved gameRose pulled to within two signalled for a timeout with 0:10 high scoring honors. hitting 10 of
points of the Little Giants on a' showing on the clock. Oehlman 11 field goal attempts ( mostly
jumper by speedy sophomore took the ensuing inbounds pass lay-ups) and 7 of 10 free throws
Hours:
Butch Busard with 1:40 and dribbled the length of the for 29 points. Mike Holcomb
remaining. Ten seconds later. court, but lost the ball before added 15 for the Little Giants.
Monday-Thursday 5-11
The Engineers were actually
Keith Oehlman came up with a getting a shot away. thus forcing
Friday & Saturday 4-1
beaten at the free throw stripe as
steal and at 0:50. after some the overtime.
The Engineers never led in the they hit only 8 of 16. while
overtime period. but had a Wabash connected on 17 of 32
chance to win late in the game. from the line.

Wabash Nips Rose in OT, 79-78

King's •7• Pizza
Palace

in Seelyville
877-2118
WE DELIVER
On Campus
Also serving sandwiches: Submarines
(with chips)
Italian Beef
Meatball
Stromboli
Ham & Cheese
r
Monday Special
Large Pizza

$1 "
c)

OFF

and
2 FREE Cokes
S. Expires 2-4-1982
L_

*
vfrk,p6),
Paperback Books

re

Regular $2.95
Our Price $1.49
Regular $2.50
Our Price $1.19
Regular $1.95
Our Price .89
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0
,
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Buy 2 and get 1 FREE
With This Ad

with the purchase of a large

Nil

PIZZA

COMICS

Receive a small pizza with
up to the same number of
ingredients

FREE

— new &collector

2016 Wabash
10 a.m. to 7p.m.
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by Dale Arand

MAJOR BASKETBALL
Lambda Chi Alpha
53
Phi Gamma Delta
51

DOUBLE A-II
Worthless Bags
BSB 2A

55
36

BCE
Sigma Nu

59
52

Deming 2
Alpha Tau Omega

67
45

Alpha Tau Omega
Indep. No. 9

52
51

Lambda Chi Alpha
Apartment 2B

62
53

DOUBLE A-I
Deming Attic
Indep. No. 2

73
23

MINOR D BASKETBALL
BSB 2B
42
Faculty
33

BSB IA
Indep. 2

52
51

Indep. No. 10
Speed B

46
45

Apartment A
Sigma Nu

53
47

Indep. No. 1
Blumberg I,

37
21

Good Only 2-1-82
J

1281 Lafayette

L

Coupons good on campus only

10 a.m. to 5p.m.

DESIGN ENGINEERS
BSEE
POSITIONS—Design/development of electronic regulating systems. Opportunity to
work with a small group headquartered in Chicago that is charged with the responsibility for designing products suitable for high-volume production. These are exciting
new applications that demand acceptable solutions which will most certainly go
beyond present state-of-the-art.
INDIVIDUALS—People who enjoy and thrive on a climate where they will eventually
take these products from the laboratory and work with manufacturing and marketing
personnel to assure a commercially successful venture.
COMPANY—Chicago-based $200 million-plus subsidiary of a Fortune 150 corporation
presently enjoying an extremely dominant position in the marketplace. Successful
candidates will realize a highly competitive compensation package that includes relocation coupled with dynamic opportunities for career pathing. Submit resume outlining educational expertise and experience to:

A ADVANICE

NOW
IN
OUR
NEW
LOCATION

& Fitness Center

HONEYCREEK RAQUETBALL CLUB
Featuring Nautilus exercise equipment & Olympic weights; men's & women's sauna and
whirlpool. 2nd Semester Special: $60.

Employee Relations Department
New Extended Hours
Student Rates
Free Trial
235-1229

2950 N. Western Ave.

TRANSFORMER CO. Chicago, IL 60618
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

STAN's,
b

An Eoual Opportunity Employer MIFIHIV

Leg Curl
Multi-Exerciser
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•Hoover gets NSF grant
Dr. Keith E. Hoover,
assistant professor of
electrical engineering at
Rose-Hulman. has been
awarded a grant of $20,400
from the National Science
Foundation for the purpose of
developing the second and
third 10-week courses in
microprocessors for electrical engineering and
computer science students.
The NSF grant, which must
be matched by a RoseHulman grant of $14.400. will
allow Rose-Hulman to
microdevelop advanced
computer courses demanded
by popularity of this rela-

tively new technology in
industry.
"The present 10-week
microcomputer
course
offered by the E.E. department is currently being
shifted from the third quarter
of the senior year to the third
quarter of the junior year,"
explains Dr. Hoover.
Dr. Hoover will develop one
course in each of the next two
Approximately
summers.
one-third of the NSF grant
will pay his salary during this
period. while the remainder
will be used to purchase the
necessary hardware and the
courseware.

• Rose earns top ratings
At a time when many of the
nation's 3.000 colleges and
universities are scrambling to
find students. there is a relatively small number of schools
that consistently have far more
undergraduate applications than
they can accept and enroll. RoseHulman is one of them: in fact. it
is among the more selective of
the truly selective colleges and
universities.
This group of institutions is
identified in two recentlypublished books which sought to
find out which colleges and
universities are the most selective in the nation.
One of these sources is "The
Competitive Colleges: Who Are
They? What Are They? What Are
They Like?", a publication
compiled by Peterson's Guides.
Rose-Hulman was among five
Indiana colleges and universities
to make this select list of 246
schools nationwide.
The other publication.
"Barron's Guide to The Most
Prestigious Colleges" rates
Rose-Hulman in a grouping of
the top 50 in the United States.
Barron's "most competitive"
listing includes 33 institutions
which included many of the Ivy
League schools, major independent institutions such as MIT
and Stanford and the military
academies.
Rose-Hulman was listed in the
17 colleges or universities, the

"highly competitive" group with
composite ACT scores of 28 or
SAT scores of 625 or better in
verbal and/or mathematics.
This listing included the University of Chicago. Rensselaer.
Georgia Tech. Duke and Northwestern.

• HSLS sponsors photo show
The Division of Humanities.
Social Sciences. and Life
Sciences has announced its
sponsorship of the 1982 RoseHulman Student Photo Show as
part of Parents Weekend
festivities.
Ten cash prizes will be
awarded to the top five
contestants in each of two
categories. "Photo Essay" and
"The Engineer As Artist." Sixty
dollars will be given to the first
place contestant in each
category. Second and third place
winners will receive $30 and $15
respectively. while two honorable mentions will be entitled to
$10 apiece. The awards are made
possible by the Pawley Fund.
In the "Photo Essay"
category. two. three or four
photos may be used to tell a
story or communicate an idea.
Judging criteria will be fourfold:
first, cohesion — how well the
photos go together: second.
communicative effectiveness —
how clear the message of the
Photo Essay is; third. overall

•Rose in Bowl regional
A five-man team has been
selected to represent RoseHulman in the regional College
Bowl competition Feb. 5-6 at the
University of Illinois in
Champaign.
Dr. Heinz Luegenbiehl.
assistant professor of philosophy
and faculty adviser to the team.
has been preparing the team for
the competition. He has
scheduled
the team
to
participate with eight other
College Bowl teams in a competition at Purdue University,
tomorrow.
The final five-man team was
chosen from a group of nine
Rose-Hulman students — the
winning five-man team and top
four individuals coming out of an
extensive campus-wide College
Bowl competition conducted
from early October through midJanuary. More than 100 students
participated in this intramuraltype activity which involved 24
four-man teams and a number of
alternates.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 1982

The Rose-Hulman College
Bowl team which will compete
in Champaign.
is comprised
of three senior chemical
engineering majors, Jim Weber
of Washington, Ed Bullerdiek of
East Aurora, N.Y.. and Doug
Gundlach of Belleville. Ill., and
sophomores A.J. Fossett, a
mechanical engineering major
from Danville,
and Dan
Dillon. a chemical engineering
major from Crown Point.
Alternates for the two-day
competition are seniors John
Fruth. Point Pleasant. W.Va..
and Bryan Scott. Smithfield.
Ohio, and juniors Kenny
McCleary. West Terre Haute.
and Mark Kipp, Western
Springs, Ill.

impact — whether the photo
essay evokes a response from
the viewer; and fourth,
composition of the photos, both
individually and collectively.
The "Engineer as Artist"
category focuses on the process
of creating an -engineered"
object or on the artistic qualities
of an object from an engineering point of view. A variety of
approaches to this category are
possible. Photos of engineers or
engineering students engaged in
the act of creating an engineered
object are certainly appropriate.
Photos which capture the
beauty. efficiency. effectiveness.
and simplicit,i of engineered
objects are encouraged.

Any full-time Rose-Hulman
student may enter the contest.
Color or black-and-white prints
or slides may be submitted. but
there is a limit to the number of
snapshot-sized'' entries that
will be enlarged by the Photo
Show Committee. Entering
enlarged and mounted photos
will increase a person's chance
of winning. Photos which have
been entered in other shows are
not eligible.
Interested photographers may
submit their entries to Dr. Sam
Vuchinich. Office A-235. by
contest deadline, March 31, 1982.
Selected entries will be on
display on the HSLS display
boards April 20-25.
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2800 E. Wabash
232-0955
HOURS:

Monday - Thursday
4 - 12

Friday & Saturday
4-1

Sunday Delivery
12 - 12

CC
111
/
z $24,100—$44,800
JOIN THE MOST SOPHISTICATED
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING PROGRAM
IN THE WORLD.
•

LLJ
CC
ILJ

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS WORKING TOWARD A
BS/ BA IN ENGINEERING, MATH,
PHYSICS, OR CHEMISTRY
INCLUDES A FULL YEAR OF GRADUATE
LEVEL NUCLEAR TRAINING AT OUR
EXPENSE WITH A $3,000 BONUS UPON
COMPLETION.
•
EARN A STARTING SALARY OF
S24,100 THAT INCREASES TO OVER
$44,80(X AFTER FOUR YEARS.,
PLUS FREE MEDICAL AND DENTAL
CARE, UNLIMITED SICK LEAVE, THIRTY
DAYS ANNUAL PAID VACATION, AND
EXECUTIVE CLUB PRIVILEGES.

On campus prices
16" Large FREE DELIVERY
1 - item

$5.50
additional items
75' each

12"_ item
Med.
$4.00
additional items
50' each

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
575 N. PENNSYLVANIA STREET
OFFICE 646 OPO
INDIANAPOLIS. IN 46204
317-269-6183 OR 1-800-382-9404

We're taking a shot at high prices!

Great Sandwiches
served with
Chips & Drink
s325
Super Sub
Ham & Cheese '2.95
'2.95
Stromboli
International
'2.95

Winkel compiles `Cryptologia'
at Pearl Harbor as well as
ed with the NSA.
by Gordon Bechtel
While at Albion he initiated a
descriptions of the "purple
Staff Reporter
codes" and "the purple
Codes for transmitting class in cryptology desigmed to
machine" used to encode
information are always of introduce some elementary
messages during the war.
interest to people who want to code-breaking techniques. The
Indeed, as Winkel put it, CrYpsay something but don't want student response to this class
tologia has some "interestanyone else to listen in. Dr. fairly overwhelmed him and so
interests
stimulated
further
his
associate
Brian J. Winkel,
ing firsts".
professor of mathematics. in coding/decoding theory. In
Dr. Winkel is looking forward
presently edits "Cryptologia". a 1976, Dr. Winkel and a fellow
to a growing future in
journal dedicated specifically to colleague Cipher Deavours
journalism.
He hopes soon to be
(quite an appropriate name.
cryptology.
editor of a new publication
During the late 1960s and early eh? 1 decided to produce a
entitled
"Collegiate
Micro1970s, Winkel's interests were newsletter dedicated to
computers" which will deal
spawned for this job as editor of cryptology. This quickly grew in
with the microcomputer and
Cryptologia. After spending two 1977, with the aid of three others
its applications to collegiate
summers with the National on the editorial board, into the
problems.
Security Agency, he landed a present quarterly form of
The idea germinated while
teaching position at Albion Cryptologia.
Winkel was leading a
College in Michigan where he
Cryptologia,
as
on
it
states
its
microcomputer
workshop at
was able to apply a little of his
code-breaking knowledge gain- cover. is a "quarterly journal Michigan Tech when he noted
devoted to all aspects of the great lack of written
cryptology" that is. ciphering material for microcomputers
and deciphering codes. Starting dedicated to college and its
with a subscription roll of 500. goals. He foresees, as do many
the publication now has ap- others, great potential demand
proximately 900 subscribers. for easily available information
Almost anyone can contribute that is dedicated specifically to
material to the journal whether this collegiate audience.
they're in industry. academia or
Winkel plans on printing
some other field. as long as the articles concerning anything
article is about cryptolography.
from design applications to
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Vol. 17, No. 16
The journal runs some very research techniques in any area.
January 29,1982
interesting articles. In the whether it be linguistics or
January 1982 issue. articles physics. as long as it's useful on
concerning history. descriptions the college campus. He plans on
and the actual mathematical doing this journal pretty much
attack on the World War II Get: alone with perhaps an "ediby John G. Weis
come from foundations. The Olin puter has allowed us to be more man "Enigma" Machine are torial
board" around
the
Staff Reporter
Finally, the company's donation personal with people," he said. presented. This machine was country to aid in the gathering of
Rose needs approximately $19 record is checked, particularly Researching is made easier and used by the Germans to encode information. He hopes to achieve
million for its "Blueprint for Ex- how much they have given in the so is reaching particular groups all their messages during the a circulation of five to 10
cellence" program, which runs past and for what causes. After of people. Suppose the Institute war.
thousand.
from fiscal year 1980 to 1984. As all these things have been done, a wanted to gear a proposal toward
In the upcoming April issue.
Dr. Winkel is an associate
of December, over 12 million proposal is prepared especially employees who work in com- Winkel will present memoirs professor of mathematics at
dollars have been raised. (The for that particular company. This panies based in Ohio and are just recently released Rose-Hulman with his main
breakdown of what is needed is method is more effective than a
Rose alumni. With the computer, concerning the attack on Pearl interest in the application of
outlined in the accompanying general mailing to all possible this could be done in a few Harbor. These papers include differential equations to the life
table.)
descriptions of December 7, 1941 sciences and biological models.
donors.
minutes.
Reeves credited three things
"BLUEPRINT FOR EXCELLENCE'
'
for being responsible for Ftose's
Area
Goal
Raised
outstanding fund-raising record:
Olin Ilall
$6.25 million
$5.57 million
1 ) the Institute's special
Student Aid
$3.2 million
$1.73 million
relationship with industry, 2)
Equipment
$2.0 million
$1.62 million
Rose's reputation as a school,
Operational Support
$0.55 million
$0.410 million
Increased Endowment
and, most importantly, 3) Rose's
$5.0 million
$2.44 million
Atoeneh Ilall Renoration
$2.0 million
alumni loyalty. Reeves stressed
$0.30 million
ndeeided
$0.14 million
how important the third reason
was: "Most places say to
In general, the larger themselves, 'Before we give to
The job of raising money falls
mainly on Ronald Reeves, Vice Foundation investigated Rose for this school, let's see how people
President for Devlopment. a couple of years before donating connected to the school give."
Before even presenting a money for the construction of a Rose's alumni have given
faithfully to the school for years.
proposal for contributing to new academic building..
Rose, Mr. Reeves does extensive
Outside of soliciting new Recently, Rose won an award for
research on the prospective sources of funds, Rose makes an- the best alumni support. Also,
donor. If the prospective donor is nual contact with constituency the alumni help out by lining up
a corporation, Reeves checks on groups such as alumni, staff, and prospective donors and by inthe relationship of the Institute to parents. Two Rose organizations, fluencing their employers.
Has the scramble for money by
the company. He sees how many the Development Council and the
Rose alumni are employed there Board of Associates, are also other organizations which lost
and in what positions.
contacted. Gifts from these federal aid made things harder?
Next, the recruiting record of sources tend to be the least Not in the least, stated Reeves. A Buckingham Palace guard,became a day-to-day sight for
the company is checked. The restricted and go into the Rose was well prepared with its Gordon Bechtel, a Rose senior, during his year abroad.
faculty of Rose is asked for infor- "undecided" fund. This money is "Blueprint for Excellence" Close-up stories detailing his experiences and the experiences of other Rose students who have travelled abroad
mation about the company. used to meet goals in spots that program and had the jump on
is featured on pages 3-6 of this issue.
other organizations.
donations are earmarked for come up short.
specific purposes. For example,
Rose is experiencing its best
a company or foundation may quarter in history in fund-raising.
donate "X" dollars to equipment Reeves attributing this fact to
for ME labs or scholarships. The the use of the computer. "It
most restricted donations mainly sounds ironic, but using the comby Don Dodson
Walter Rosenberger.
plenary sessions. The conference
Managing Editor
So far. the team has prepared will conclude with an awards
A dozen Rose-Hulman students an outline of a policy paper session. with awards being given
have been delving into the which will be presented at the to delegations on the basis of
policies of modern-day Bulgaria conference. The 20-page report accuracy in representation of
by Steve Shuman
Carlsgaard played several foLk
with the goal of discussing world summarizing Bulgarian policy country policy; understanding of
The annual Russian Banquet songs on a Russian instrument affairs in light of these policies positions on issues to be committee
issues; correct use of
was held this past Saturday in
similar to the accordion. Chris
at the Model United National considered by 10 UN committees procedure; and quality of policy
the Hulman Union to honor the
McGill performed selections
Conference scheduled for April will be reviewed by the paper submitted.
seniors who are completing their from famous Russian composers 6-10 in New York City.
Bulgarian mission to the UN
The maor international powers
fourth year in the Technical
such as Tchaikowsky. Next to
The 12 team members were before it is submitted.
at the conference will be
Translators program. The four
perform were junior Technical
chosen from a pool of 27
In coming weeks. the team
represented by schools with
seniors are Dan Wente, a
Translator program members
applicants on the basis of grade will complete the policy paper. vears of experience in the Model
chemical engineering major
Peter Dodge, Mark Copeland,
point average and previous review the United Nations UN program. The University of
from Indianapolis; Steve Daniel Joe Krupa and Steve Shuman.
Model UN experience. Of the 12. charter and practice oral Dayton will assume the role of
from Michigan City, an
They were accompanied by
six will be selected as members presentations.
the United States. while Wayne
electrical engineering major; Steve Dillenger and Brian Lewis, of the joint
Rose - Hulman / St.
Final selection of the State University must tackle the
Nate Nunaley, a mechanical
who sang a folk song entitled "In
Mary-of-the-Woods team that delegation to New York is
assignment of the Soviet Union.
engineering major from
the Blacksmith Shop."
will go to New York.
Area university participants
scheduled for February 14. After
Danville; and Chris Mack,
The main act. "The Fresh
The group meets for three hearing
each
other's include Indiana State University.
multiple major from Plano. Water Leech Band," presented a
hours each Sunday night at the presentations,
Ball State University and the
the team
Texas.
mixture of international songs
home of faculty adviser Dr. members themselves
University of Illinois. ISU
will
The evening began with performed by Chris Mack and
Anne Morgan, adjunct professor determine
delegates will represent the
who will represent
traditional Russian hors- Steve Daniel.
of political science, to prepare them at
United
Kingdom. while Ball
the conference. subject
d'oeuvres - zakooskil. Following
The evening entertainment
for the exercise in diplomacy.
State students will speak for the
to review bv Dr. Morgan.
was a type of meat pie (blinchi) was rounded out by Maureen
Team members include
nations of Angola and Chad. U. of
and the main course of Beef Stro- Krause who played two Russian
seniors Gordon Bechtel and
Those selected will then
I. will present policies usually
ganoff. The evening meal was folk songs on the balalaika.
Roger Zook ; juniors Jeff participate in strategy sessions
espoused by Pakistan.
concluded with an extremely
All of those who attended could
Baldwin, Olin Calvin, Robert and will draft resolutions for
A team from Rensselaer
popular Soviet dessert, moro- say that the evening was one to
Marchant, John Marum. David presentation at the New York
Polytechnic Institute will
zhnoe (ice cream).
remember. And from next year's
Slavin and Gregory Swinehart; conference.
represent Malawi. while Rose's
Throughout the evening sev- banquet chairman came the
sophomores Alan Hippleheuser,
The first four days of the
College Athletic Conference
'eral individuals and groups per- promise of an even better
Ted Poulos and Kurt Staiger; conference will be devoted to
rival, Southwestern at Memphis.
formed for the banquet. Eric evening.
and freshmen Robert Jacoby and committee sessions, the fifth to
will portary Libya.

aritspets,

How Rose Gets Funds

Model UN preparations made

Russian party goes well
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A job well done
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by John McHugh
Editor
Over the last few years the food service at Rose-Hulman has
been a widely varying entity. Some students have lived through
Saga, Macke, and now ARA. Each of these food services has had
advantages and disadvantages. The one thing that all of these vendors have had in common is a general lack of enthusiasm on the
part of the students about their food.
Right now, more than ever before, there also exists a general
ambivalence about the food at Rose-Hulman and the services
provided to augment it. Some people truly like the present service
and wouldn't change any aspect of it. At the same time, there are
those who completely deplore it. For the most part, Rose students,
like some aspects of the present food service and disapprove of
others. Under these conditions it would seem that a overall solution to the food service problems at Rose-Hulman would be impossible, and that any efforts to improve the situation would stand
a strong chance of being futile.
This year is different. It appears that there is a new facet to the
problem; or probably more aptly put, to the solution. The factor
that I am referring to is Mark Farner, the director of food service
at Rose-Hulman. Mr. Farrier is a very rare person. He has completely changed the attitude toward the food service in some
people's minds, and others he has simply amazed. Unlike any other
food service director in recent years, he takes very high regard for
the opinions of the students, his customers. So highly does he hold
these opinions that it appears, from the students' side, that his job
revolves around the complaints that we make.
Not only are his objectives, in his job, radically different from
years past, but his overall attitude and motivation levels are exemplary. Mr. Farner has taken his job from just running a food
service to "serving" the general population of Rose-Hulman. He
has made fantastic strides in the area of student/food service
relations, food service response to problems, and self-initiated
programs.
There are still areas of the food service to be complained about.
I'd be the last to say that the food here is the best for the price. But
institutional food is institutional food and it will never be the quality of home or of a restaurant. The point is that Mr. Farner has
made it a point to add diversity to the menu and, without raising
the cost substantially, has made a marked improvement in the
overall impression of the food service at Rose-Hulman. The key
factor is that now you can really feel that something is being done
when you complain about the food and that you will not just get a
cheap excuse.
Even people that absolutely do not like the food here must admit
that Mr. Farner has made a change. The difference in staff responsiveness is like night and day. This is due, in large part, to Mr.
Farner's concern for the job he is doing. I believe everyone who
eats at the Union would have to agree that his work is noteworthy.
I feel that Mr. Farner's work is outstanding. It is now and should
always be appreciated.

FRANKLY SPEAKING
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Editorial correction
In the editorial of January 22.
the implication was made that
the funding for the Model United
Nations could have been used for
tuition or scholarships. This was
not the intent of the editorial. It
is also the case the money could
not be diverted to tuition.
The Model United Nations
team is in fact sponsored by the
Pawlev Fund. The Pawlev Fund
is a bequest from Elsie Pawlev
to the Rose-Hulman Humanities.
Social Sciences and Life
Sciences Division designed to
support special programs.
visiting lectures, and activities
not ordinarily funded by the

HSLS Division. In the past, the
Fawley Fund has provided
money to launch new activities
and organizations that. once
established, were covered by the
Student Government Association
allotments.
The point that I was
attempting to convey is that the
money was unwisely used.
Money made available to offer
diversity should be spent for the
whole school and not a select
portion of it. I apologize for the
lack of clarity.
John McHugh
Editor

•.ose Olympiad - Second Set

t

1)
•

Solve the Pellian equation
x2- 1 3y2= 1
for the smallest solution set. (1,ote:
Pellian equations, named after John
must be solved in INTEcFRS.)
Let
2
rl
(k)(k+1)(k+2)

Page nine "How to get a job"
A

Because of the slacking off of
Where would you like to be in
available jobs in the engineering ten years?
fields.
Page
Nine
is
proud
to
The
key word here is "ten." Be
•
2)
devote sure to clarify questions before
• offer a series which willwayward
itself to helping the
answering, don't blindly walk
engineer get a job. This series into a trap. do it with intent.
ind
1 irn S
will be in two parts ( possibly Examples: "You mean if I
n•
n
three if I can think of another 1 graduate in ten years?... "Well.
and
will be entitled "How To Get it depends whether I get a job
3) a ) Which is
,
aabb
A Job" ( see above 1.
tr ab ba ,
with your company or a real
This is the first in a series of company." or possibly "As me
1 <a <b ?
simply
two/three?,'four?.
in
nine years."
b) Which is lar ;er , aab bcc
or ab bcca ,
entitled. "What To Say When
You Don't Know What To Sav!"
with 1 < a < b < c ?
What type of job would you like
or "How To Write An Editorial."
0.••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
The interview is most people's at our company?
The key word ( yes, vou
first encounter with the highpressure tactics of the real world guessed it) "you". Tell them
students who have had Wild Bill straight. You should always be
Peckett are excluded from this honest in an interview. unless
statement ). In as much as they You really want the job. But in
are so green at this endeavor. most cases lay down the law.
Published weekly at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
they tend to panic in the Example: ''I will take any job
5500 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, Ind. 47803
situation. This is bad. To help that pays well and doesn't
vou cope with the situation require much work. anything in
management
Editor
without the use of perception- corporate-level
John McHugh
altering drugs. here are some will be fine to start with... "I'd
Managing Editor
Don Dodson
like a real easy job, . . . like
suggestions for the interview.
your's maybe," or how about "Any
News Editor
Kevin Bowen
Tell me a little about yourself? job with a reclining chair to
Sports Editor
Don Corson
work
in."
The key word here is "little."
Senior Reporter
The interviewer is trying to get
David Slavin
What do you have to offer our
vou to say too little. Take the
Columnist
Dave Dvorak
company?
"bull" by the horns and tell him
The
key word in this question
a lot. Start with grade school and
S. Craig Warner, Gary Bechman
is "what." You have to be
work Your way up. Often the
Reporters
Dale Arand
careful and try not to come
interviewer will pretend to fall
across as arrogant when vou
Gordon Bechtel, Kim Borgman, Bill Browning,
asleep to throw you off. Don't be
answer this question. Examples:
fazed.
Tim Eubank, Dave Franke, Jim Grimshaw,
"You can look at me and ask that
Doug Gundlach, Louis Herena,
What were your favorite question?". "Well at least I'll
make your other workers look
classes at Rose-Hulman?
Walter Rosenberger, Mike Rugg,
The key word in this question good." "I worked on the school
newspaper."
or maybe "I know
is "favorite." Be specific. tell
Rob Schmidlin, Jim Weber,
him exactly why vou liked the some excellent jokes."
John Weis, Alan Yarcusko
class so much. Some good
examples are: homework wasn't
Photographers
What part of the country would
Mike Talley
collected. adjunct professor.
you prefer to work in?
Geof Lange, Steve Shuman
massive curve, no lab ( this
The key word here is "work."
answer only applies for
Typist
Try to downplay your negative
Barbara Jean Coldwell
research-oriented students), or
feelings: "Well it depends.
Faculty Advisor
Kent Harris
possibly
didn't take the
where did you sav that vou were
class!'•
located?". "I've never liked it

The
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anywhere I had to work, so I
guess it doesn't matter." "I hate
the country. I want to live in the
city.". and of course there is the
old reliable "Anywhere
EXCEPT Terre Haute...
Do you feel that your GPA
accurately reflects your performance at Rose-Hulman?
The key word here is "the."
"No. they never offered classes
in what I performed well in".
"No, because there is no way to
get above 4.0". or possibly ''Why
do you ask?"
The other big problem with
interviewing. that no one can
prepare vou for. is the
unexpected "killer" question.
That one question that seems to
circumvent all the B.S. and get
right to your heart. In this case.
there are several strategies that
I have found effective. Plan A.
Start coughing uncontrollably
when the question is asked. or
even better. if you see the
question coming. sneeze very
loudly whenever the interviewer
tries to ask it. After some time
he should get the message and go
on to another question. Plan B.
Remember another appointment
and politely excuse Yourself.
Remember to make it a good
excuse, though. Plan C. If too
much time remains in the
interview to use A or B, try
pretending that you have died.
This will get you out of having to
answer the question but tends to
limit the number of job offers
vou get.
The most important part of the
whole game is to get them to
offer you a plant trip. Even if it
is a slip of the tongue vou can
make them feel guilty and give it
to you anyway. And that will
begin phase two. Phase two will
be covered next time in "The
Plant Trip...

